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1. OPENING OF SESSION BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE THIRD i,'ORLD H.E'LTH ^.S$E BLY --

OUVERTURE DE L, SESSION P L.': PZESID.ENTE DE L.". TROISIEIvIE _',SSENBLEE

I ONDI '..LE DE LA &A TE

The ACTING PRESIDENT: Friends and colleagues in a great mission, it is

my proud privilege to have the opportunity of addressing this distinguished

Assembly on the eve of handing over to my successor the high office you were

pleased to confer on me last year.

'nough I',??O came into existence only four years ago, it is the inheritor

of a long and fine tradition of international work. The fffice International

d' Hygiène Publique started life nearly fifty years ago and has, within the

present century, been actively corcerned with the organization and carrying

out, on a co- operative basis among the nations, cf quarantine measures which

help to control the spread of epidemic diseases from one country to another

through sea and air traffic, including large scale overseas pilgrimages. The

Health Organization of the League of Nations, the Pan American Sanitary Bureau

and UNRRA have all worked actively in other spheres, which fact goes to show

that the necessity of a common effort for the conservation of health of the

peoples of the world has for some time been in the minds of those responsible

for international welfare. Nevertheless it was for WHO to come into the

picture and assume responsibility for the functions of these, organizations and

weld all endeavóur in the sphere of health into one. I think that we, who

have served ZO from its inc ptio 1, con look back with satisfaction on a proud

record of service during the very short time in which the Organization has

functioned and justly claim from the United Nations the certificate that though

we are among the youngest in years of her e,hildren, we are already showing

encouraging. evidence of eccollipli shm,.n s and of 'Spou hl'L't`.j7.
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I am sure history. will record that in spite of trills and difficulties,

in spite of wars and rumours of war which this century has witnessed throughout

and, alas, continues to witness, the most significant human development has been

in the field of social welfare. The world has been so narrowed down by the

discoveries of science which have eliminated the obstacles of both time and

distance that it is impossible any longer for any one nation to live unto

itself. Living unto oneself is not the best way for an individual to grow either

physically, mentally or morally. The sane law applies to the community, to

society and to -the world in general. Therefore it was natural that thinking

men should realise that there could be no happiness for the world until and

unless we worked for or moved towardi an integrated programme of international

action for the promotion of human welfare. And in what sphere can this inter-

national action be more necessary than in the sphere of health? Health has

often implied and I am afraid still aplies to many people nothing more than

physical well -being, and that well -being too depending on the quality and

quantity of medical care and attention e ailable. But the medical world has,

I am glad to say, progressed far beyond this narrow outlook. Not only is the

preventive side of medicine being stressed today even more than the curative

side but it is recognized that there can be no physical well -being without

mental and moral health. If 7e agree to this conception of health then I

have no doubt that we can claim that the work of this Organization is second to

none of all the specialized agencies of the United 'ations, if indeed it is

not of prior importance.

A perusal of the Report for 1950 tell us .hat further progress has

been made during the year under review. In spite of sever°e.y restricted

finances, WHO has during the past year been able to expand its services to Member

States.
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The highlights of this expansion are: the large -scale yaws control

programmes launched with UNICEF assistance in Thailand and Indonesia and the

drive against bejel in Iraq. ii new venereal -disease control team has taken

the field in Egypt. ^m International Venereal Disease Commission for the

Rhine has been instituted.

New antimalaria projects have been launched or old ones continued in

Iran, Palestine, India, Afghanistan, Thailand and Paraguay, while other insect

control projects are in operation in the Honduras, Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

Typhus control is being carried forward with WHO assistance in Peru and

Afghanistan with great success.

The first WHO- sponsored antituberculosis centre was opened in Istanbul

during the year, and Delhi and Trivandrum in India have also begun work.

The first trachoma campaign was launched in countries of the Eastern

Mediterranean Region.

Rabies is being combated by WHO in Israel and Iran and jointly with

other agencies along the United States Mexico border.

In the Americas several governments are receiving WHO assistance in

attacking brucellosis.

Maternal and child health services are being expanded with WHO technical

advice and UNICEF financial aid in Asian countries, including Afghanistan,

Burma, Ceylon, Formosa, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, the Philippines and other

countries.

All this is in addition to the carrying on of programmes launched in

previous years, providing expert advisory services, and the ever -increasing

activity in the Technical Services centred here at Geneva, including the

setting up of new expert committees.
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These are concrete examples of many types of practical assistance which

`4H0 renders in its widespread endeavour to assist governments in the develop-

ment of their health services. ;HO ought to be enabled to render such

assistance on an ever -increasing scale.

But while we may rightly pride ourselves on such past achievements as we

have to our credit we have also to be wise enough to see to it that our future

development on right lines is ensured without let or hindrance. WHO, as I

have said before, has taken over the activities of some of the old health

organizations and has done right in so doing. But there have come and are

coming into being other agencies for advancing the cause of human welfare such

as UNICEF, President Truman's Point Four Programme and the British Commonwealth

programme of development. It is obvious that a wise use of the funds that are

available as well as of technical personnel is essential in order to ensure

that these different agencies help to supplement each other's efforts and do

not create either unhelpful competition or overlapping of endeavour. This is

particularly important as regards technical personnel. The number available is

limited and a wise distribution of their services in a manner calculated to

produce maximum results is essential. Personally I would like all monies made

available from governmental or charitable sources for health wórk to be

administered by WHO, the main specialized agency for the United Nations, and

where special sections already look after special activities. But human

nature is human nature and those who give the money and those who have .the

money do somehow like to feel that they have a separate entity and -full control.

As a matter of fact, matters relating to health, to education, to nutrition

and to housing are so interlinked that it is only closely co- ordinated action

by all the different specialized agencies of the United Nations that can
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produce satisfactory results. It is gratifying to know that the basis for

promoting work on effective and co- operative lines is being established with

care. There are difficulties, of course, but with the necessary goodwill and

understanding and tact on all sides there is no reason whatsoever why ways and

means should not always be found to avoid frictions and to go forward hand in

hand in a joint endeavour which is fraught with such immense benefit to humanity.

The responsibility that lies or WHO and all other agencies working in a great

cause is heavy, and clear thinking and wise action in the immediate future are

a definite essential for success because ours must be an enduring organization.

Short -term programmes cannot work miracles, and we must plan for the time when

we shall have to shoulder, through the regular WHO budget, the full burden of

the obligations laid on us by our Constitution. A long -term view is essential

so that we may build surely.

i matter of considerable importance is decentralization, a principle

which was accepted at the First World Health Assembly and which has been given

practical effect to in the shape of three regional offices and three nuclear region-

al I haadcram.inrs. I am proud of the fact that it was Indiats forceful plea for

the formation of regional headquarters that made WHO take a step which in the

initial stages required courage and faith. The wisdom of that step has been

amply justified. I venture to say, speaking for my country and my zone, that

it is the practical work carried on in our region from the very beginning that

has found for WHO a warm place in the hearts of our people. Time and again

when our Government is unable to undertake a health programme because of

financial stringency the representatives of the people almost instinctively

ask whether WHO cannot step into the breach?- In any event, with the widely
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differing needs of different countries and with their varying grades of develop-

ment WHO can hope to develop its activities properly only on the basis of

increasing delegation of power and responsibility to the regional bureaux. It

may well be that we may even have to revise the policies which have governed

our programme planning in the light of recommendations from regional committees.

A pressing need of many countries is to find some way of overcoming

difficulties in obtaining basic supplies and equipment for health work. Until

this problem is solved many of the under- developed countries feel that they

will not be able to derive full benefit from the WHO advisory and demonstration

services. The action of WHO therefore in offering to assist governments in

setting up plants for the manufacture of essential requirements such as DDT

and penicillin is very welcome indeed. All possibilities of assisting worth-

while national health programmes must be examined and budget provision made for

help in obtaining essential supplies. Speaking again for the headquarters of

the South -East Asia zone I can say with first -hand knowledge that its activities

have extended on a wide scale during the three years of its existence and with

beneficent results. Its latest publication gives a clear picture of its set -up;

and the fact that within a brief period the Organization has been actively

engaged in combating malaria, tuberculosis, venereal disease, cholera and

plague, has assisted in building up maternal and child welfare and nursing

services, has had a fellowship programme and supplied medical literature,

teaching and other equipment and supplies, speaks volumes for the extent of the

services rendered to the countries in this region. It would not be fair not to

mention here the generosity and willing co- operation of UNICEF in all these

programmes.
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All this, however, goes to show that the world, and in particular the

world of the under-developed countries, is pining for more programmes and

more help and cannot have the aid simply because of the unsatisfactory

budgetary poaition of this fine organization. It is hard, indeed impossible,

for all humanitarians to understand why WHO cannot have even a paltry five

million dollars more with which to serve sick and suffering humanity. Countries

labouring under the cruel burden of hunger and disease are breeding -grounds for

social unrest. If the man in the street can have a healthy environment, enough

to eat, enough to clothe himself with, shelter over his head, employment,

leisure and an all -round security of life there never will be war. But in e.

world which is so beautiful, where the sun, the moon, the stars, mountains and

valleys, seas, rivers and lakes, forests, rich fields and pasture lands are

ready to give to man of their bounty, it is indeed a tragedy that we have not

yet found a way whereby we may live at peace with our fellow men. And unless

and until we can bury the grim spectre of war we shall continue to be starved

for funds for what are the victories of peace. Yet another Member State, in

spite of its needs - I refer to Poland - has decided to withdraw from

collaboration with WHO. Great China's doors are still locked to us and there

has unfortunately been no response from the countries of the Soviet Union whom

we invited in all sincerity to return and collaborate with us in our great

endeavour. Nevertheless, our efforts to serve wherever we can may not and, for

there is never any room for despair and the dark clouds that overshadow our

skies today can and must be dispelled by the fulfilment on our part of the

pledge to serve one another. Our work is surely a precious heritage which we

may not forsake and a positive factor for overcoming the root causes of con -

fl'et whether between governments and peoples or between nations. For ours
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is a p::aceful yet unremitting battle against all that makes for armed warfare.

I therefore appeal to delegates when considering the budget to raise it

sufficiently so that the Organization may at least be enabled to maintain its

activities st a reasonable level. Are we to be paralysed because we cannot

raise a couple of million more dollars? I sincerely hope not.

T regret that the health -stamp campaign which I advocated last year as a

means not only of augmenting the financial resources of WHO but also of securing

the goodwill and sympathy of every individual in every country has not made any

progress. I would ask this august assemblage to consider whether we may not

encourage this campaign or discover some other means whereby we may promote the

development of an annual programme which would mobilize public support on a

wide scale for the beneficent activities of WHO.

The extra amount will make all the difference between a programme that

is satisfactory and one which is unsatisfactory. It may not be forgotten

that inevitably any curtailment of the regular budget falls most heavily on

the demonstration and advisory services which we render to Member States -that

is to say on the very activities which are our most practical and valuable

contributions to world health and by which we will eventually stand and grow

or fail. Friends, there can never, there must never, be failure in a high

endeavour.

I feel I cannot let slip this opportunity of recording on my own behalf,

and on behalf, I am sure, of everyone present in this hall who has worked for

NHO since its inception, our gratitude to and appreciation of the work of the

Director -General. Every organization needs special care in its early years.

It cannot be a success if its head is not a man of faith, courage, tact and

ability. Dr. Chisholm has brought all these qualities and more to bear on his
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difficult task and in addition he has that abounding love of humanity which

inspires confidence and enthusiasm. He has borne a heavy burden for many

years and I am, therefore, happy that he has now an able second in command to

share responsibility with him. I welcome Dr. Dorolle to his 'high office and am

confident that with Godts blessing we can look forward to another year of

successful service to a world that stands more than ever in need of love and

understanding.

A few more words, friends. We must express our regret at the absence of

two distinguished members of our Assembly last year. You have all heard of the

untimely death of His Excellency Khalil Bey, Under -Secretary of State for Health

of Egypt, as he was about to participate last October in the work of the WHO

Expert Committee on International Epidemiology and Quarantine. His important

contribution to the study and control of bilharziasis will be long remembered,

as many countries now fQ1low-- the-way -h -showed.].n th fight Gins. this

debilitating iisease.

It is my sad duty also to announce yet another sudden and cruel blow to us

all - the loss of a great friend and wise counsellor, Dr. Geraldo de Paula

Souza. He died a few days before the opening of this Assembly, where we

expected his usual generous and clear- sighted collaboration on the many problems

we have to face. At the age of 62, Dr. de Paul Souza had behind him an

extraordinarily rich and varied career in public health, both_at home and on

the international scene. The training he received in Brazil, Switzerland,

Germany and the United States prepared him for the international activity he

undertook in 1927 already as member of the Health Section of the League of

Nations. It is quite literally true to say that he was one of the founding

fathers of the World Health Organization, since, as Brazilian delegate to
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the United Nations conference at San Francisco in 1945, he insisted that the

'concept of "health" be included in the actual Charter of the United Nations,

and in a joint proposal of the delegations of Brazil and China, asked that an

international health conference be called as a matter of urgency. Er. de

Paula Souza participated in the Technical Preparatory Committee in Paris and

was one of the leaders of the International Health Conference in 1946, when

the Constitution of the World Health Organization was signed by 64 countries.

His interest in WHO was unflagging: he participated in all the sessions of

our Interim Commission, was appointed and re- appointed to the Executive Board,

attended every Health Assembly, and gave unstintingly of his time and great

experience to the organization he had helped to create. He was called on for

further duties and it is a tribute to the wide range of interests and capacity

of this great man that he was able to contribute to no less than three expert

panels of the World Health Organization, and advised on international

epidemiology and quarantine, on technical education, and,on public -health

administration.

His achievements in the field of public health in Brazil, where he

created his famous School of Public Health and Institute of Hygiene in the aarly

1920's, would in themselves be enough to deserve our admiration. He has

trained several generations of public -health specialists and was the cornerstone

of his country's health service.

No tribute to this dear colleague of ours would be complete if we failed

to mention his great modesty, his delightful courtesy and great kindness, his

unfailing good temper, his personal courage and integrity. To his many friends

at home and abroad, to his colleagues, to his wife and daughter whom many of us

had the pleasure to see here last year, may I be permitted in the name of all
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of us to express our deep sense of personal loss, and our undying gratitude

to him as a leader in public health the world over, a founder and tutor of the

Tlorld Health Organization, and a friend.

A cable expressing the sympathy of this organization has been sent to

his widow, but I will ask the House to stand for a few moments in silence and

pay our tribute to these two colleagues.

The Health Assembly stood in silence for one minute.

L'Assemblée de la Santé observe une minute de silence.

Z. ANNOUNCEMENTS

COMMUNICATIONS

The ACTING PRESIDENT: I will now call on the lire. tor- General to make

some announcements.

.. *: t .; f 4 , t

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL: In the iritérest` cirthet.orderly, functioning of the

Assembly, I would ask all delegations to take note of the following announce-

ments. Delegates wishing to speak, however short their remarks, should come

to the platform and speak from the tribune in front of the President', ahai.r.

Since we are using simulteal ous interpretation, it is negessary that delegates

speak slowly and distinctly so that the interpreters can keep up with the

speakers. Speakers should announce their name and that of their country before

beginning to speak, so that the recording of the proceedings of the Assembly

may be clear on the mechanical records that are being made. This necessity

will continue throughout the Health Assembly. Even though each of you may be

very well -known to the delegates here, it is important that your names and

Countries should be on the mechanical record each time you speak. All delegates
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who expect'to make statement's before the Assembly are urgently requested to

,make available copies of such statements to the press officers of the Division.

of Public Information in advance of delivery, wherever that is possible. This

is necessary in order to assure adequate dissemination of these statements to

thé representatives of press and radio. Delegations are asked to give copies

of their statements either to the press officers during the sessions or to the

person on duty in Room 472 of the Secretariat building.

The :_CTING PRESIDENT:' The Director -Gene rai will now speak on item 3.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL: Madam President, before going on to item 33 may

I add to item 2. All members of delegations are asked to fill'in the forms

which they will find on their desks, in order that the records of the Assembly

may be complete. On former occasions many of these records have not came in

until after some days, in which case the list of delegations is incomplete and

has tobe done over again at cane eeneldera00 inecnvrstiüée aria expense. Xay

I ask you to fill in these sheets this morning..

PROVISIONAL ADOPTION OF THE USE OF SPANISH AT .HO MEETINGS
?:DOPTION,PROVISOIRE DE L'EMPLOI DE L'ESPAGNOL DANS LES REUNIONS DE L'OMS

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL: Item 3, the provisional adoption by the Assembly

of the use of Spanish at WHO meetings. Official Records of the World Health

Organization No. 33; -.b4 25, document A4/14.

It has been recommended by the Executive Board that Spanish be used as

well as English as a working language of the Assembly. It is necessary, for

this to be effected, that the Assembly adopt revised provisional Rules of

Procedure to cover this change in the procedure of the Assembly.
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Zhe .CTING`PRE3JDENT: I take it that the Assembly is willing to adopt

this change? Will you signify assent by raising your hands.

Thank you. Any contrary opinion? I take it that it is adopted.

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL: Madam President, there are additional Rules of

Procedure which might be adopted provisionally by the Assembly and studied

later, but brought into use at the present time. These are set forth in

document A4/14.

The ACTING PRESIDENT: Are you all agreeable to that? Thank you.

4. CHANGE IN THE FORM OF THE PROVISIONAL VERBATIM RECORD
CHANGEMENT U(NS LA FORME DES COMPTES RENDUS IN EXTENSO PROVISOIRES

The ACTING PRESIDENT: Now item 4. I will ask the Director -General to

explain this.

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL: Madam President, this is a change in the

verbatim records of the plenary meetings, as suggested in document A4/22, which

has been issued to you. May I read the contents of this document;

The Director- General has the honour to submit, for the

consideration of the Fourth World Health Assembly, a proposal

that in place of two separate provisional verbatim records for

each plenary meeting, one in English and one in French, such

records should in ñiture consist of one record only for each

meeting, containing:
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(a) speeches in English or French in the original

language only,

(b) the translation into English or French of speeches

in the other official languages.

This change is proposed on the grounds of economy and speedier

production, following a management survey of the question. Briefly,

simultaneous interpretation is necessarily more hurried and less

accurate than consecutive interpretation and is not suited to the

production of records purporting to reproduce in another language,

the exact sense of what the speaker has said without extensive

editing and often re- casting. This would necessitate additional

editorial staff for the Assembly and a heavier general workload.

The advantages to be gained from changing the record are then;

(a) lower costs,

(b) a reduction in the general workload,

(c) less delay in the appearance of the record.

The Official. Record would continue to be reproduced in both

working languages.

This affects only the verbatim records which are available to the

Assembly.

The ACTING PRESIDENT; I take it that the Assembly is agreeable to the

adoption of this procedure?

It was so agreed.

Il en est ainsi décidé.
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5. ESTABLISHMENT OF COM1ITTEE ON CREDENTIALS
CONSTITUTION DE L" COMMISSION DE VERIFI G ". TION DES POUVOIRS

The ;ACTING PRESIDENT: Now we come to item 5, which deals with the

establishment of the Committee on Credentials. You will see that 12 delegates

have to be selected to serve on this committee and I venture to propose the

following countries: Ceylon, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Greece, Iraq, Israel,

Liberia, New Zealand, Portugal, Switzerland, Turkey and Uruguay. Is the

Assembly agreeable to accepting these names for the Committee on Credentials?

May I take it, then, that the Assembly adopts these names which have been read

out by me? Would you please show your assent by raising your cards? Thank you.

6. ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMIN.:TIONS

CONSTITUTION DE L. COMMISSION DES DESIGN.TIONS

The ACTING PRESIDENT: Now, item 6: Establishment of the Committee on

Nominations, for which lg delegates are required to be selected. The following

names are suggested to you: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Chile, Egypt, France,

Panama, India, Iran, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, United Kingdom,

United States of America, Union of South Africa, Venezuela and Yugoslavia. Is

the Assembly agreeable to the acceptance of these cames for the Committee on

Nominations? Would you be kind enough to signify your assent? Thank you very

much.

The Committee on Credentials will meet at 11.15 in room IX. The

Committee on Nominations will meet at the same time in room X. I hope
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all the ciPle&ates have got the names of both committees, so that there will

be 'no mistake. That brings us to the end of this morning1s business.

The meeting rose at 10.50 a.m.

La séance est levée à 10 h. 50.


